
EDAD 541: Theory in Educational Administration 

Sample Scenario 

 

 Carmen Dixon is a first-year principal at Billabong Bay Elementary School. For the past 

12 years, including the past year when she completed her principal internship, she has been a 

sixth-grade teacher at Billabong. Last April, in a very competitive search process, Carmen was 

selected as Billabong’s new principal from a field of more than 60 candidates. In the weeks 

between that selection and late July, Carmen has quickly transitioned from “teacher” to 

“principal.”  

It is now the first week in August. Carmen has been in the office since before 6:30 a.m., 

and she got very little sleep the night before. Bolstered by a fresh cup of coffee from Jitters, the 

coffee stand down the street, she looks at her calendar and knows that the most important 

decision she will make this day is who to hire for the fourth-grade position in her building. Last 

week the interview team, consisting of a fifth-grade teacher, a parent, a para, and Carmen, 

narrowed the candidates to two finalists. The interviews were completed on Tuesday. The choice 

of the team was clear. Brian, a 26-year-old with his elementary teaching degree from a local 

university, had hit a proverbial home run in the interview. As Carmen polled the others after both 

candidates had interviewed, Brian came in as the hands-down preference of the other three. The 

follow-up reference check confirmed what the team had heard and seen from Brian. So the 

matter of completing the hire should be simple. But it wasn’t. 

 The other candidate, Sharene, has held a series of one-year contracts to teach fourth grade 

at Billabong Bay Elementary since 2010. Carmen knows that Sharene really wants to be hired 

for the vacancy, in part because she has been waiting patiently for this opportunity and in part 

because she feels that she has earned it. In late June, Carmen had debriefed with her predecessor, 

Will Olson, as he prepared to” hand over the keys” to the new principal. Among the key points 



they had covered was strengths and challenges on the faculty. Specifically, Will had highlighted 

Sharene’s evaluations, noting that she was competent—but by no means stellar. 

 Complicating Carmen’s decision is the long-term social relationship Carmen and her 

husband have had with Sharene and her husband. Even before Sharene came to Billabong, the 

foursome had enjoyed many social occasions—dinners; barbecues; and a delightful cruise on 

Puget Sound with a third couple one gorgeous Saturday two summers ago.  

 By the end of today, Carmen must contact HR to finalize her choice: Brian or Sharene.  

Questions: 

1. Carmen obviously must make a choice. Does her choice involve “right vs. wrong,” or 

might we describe her situation some other way? 

2. To what extent, if at all, should Carmen’s decision be influenced by the fact that, at 

present, Billabong has no male teachers? 

3. This is the first hiring decision over which Carmen has presided. In what way(s), if any, 

will this decision set the tone for future decisions of this magnitude? 

4. In Carmen’s deliberations, she contemplates several perspectives. They include: being 

loyal to Sharene on the basis of their friendship vs. following the input of the interview 

team; trying to put herself in Sharene’s shoes vs. Anne’s belief in doing what is in the 

best interest of students and the school; making a decision that will avert what is likely to 

be ugly encounter with Sharene, perhaps before week’s end vs. choosing a candidate 

who, within a few years, is likely to be a “star.” How might Carmen use these 

perspectives as she considers the choice she must make? Does it appear that Carmen 

might find a sort of “third” path, an escape from this dilemma that would allow her to 

honor her relationship with Sharene and that would also honor the clear wishes of the 

interview team? 


